
CLARKSON LUMBER SOLUTION

Clarkson Lumber Company ['CLC'], is a small PNW lumber concern experiencing rapid PPE depreciation is an unkown;
for our analysis, we factored it out.

Clarkson bought out Mr. Does the bank wish to make a long-term loan to Mr. As a banker, would you approve
Mr. Clarkson lumber would be to slow down growth and seek equity financing. The current ratio, which is
helpful in understanding asset liquidity or inefficient use of cash flow, decreased from 2. Regarding Clarkson
Lumber we find that: Strengths Have energetic and passionate owner-manager. He should explore the
possibilities of equity financing, in order to bring cash into the business. Firms who have worked with
Clarkson speak very highly of him, saying that he is conservative and his operating expenses are low. I will
also put some restrictions on the accounts receivables, net working capital and inventories and also to improve
their average collection period and fixed asset utilization. This creates even more of a necessity to apply the
increase in available credit in such a way that will reduce costs. Exhibit 3 various statistical ratios , shows the
average internal growth rate of the company at 6. Clarkson will pay his suppliers in 48 days, as per his practice
in and  I will have to decide how valuable is Clarkson as a customer to me, considering the positive feedback
from their clients and market players, I could bet on Mr. Favorable sales prospects with ready market at all
times; Sales were somewhat hedged against slowdown in new home construction because most of the sales
were for repairs. Clarkson have to borrow money to support this profitable business? The company must
reduce liabilities and debt before accruing more and being consumed with payments and interest payments.
See Table TN-B. In his predictions, Mr. Clarkson's advisor, would you urge him to go ahead with, or to
re-consider, his anticipated expansion and his plans for additional debt financing? Also, part of the funds were
used to buy out a partner, further increasing financial pressure. No purchase discounts availed in the last two
years because of shortage of funds. Despite of consistent profits, the company has suffered shortage of cash
and borrowed fund needed for its business growth. ROE for Clarkson Lumber remains relatively steady; it
increased from to but decreased to  Why has Clarkson Lumber borrowed increasing amounts despite its
consistent profitability?


